Phase 5 decodable words on trucks for DfES Letters and Sounds Programme

- day
- play
- may
- say
- stray
- clay
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- spray
- tray
- crayon
- delay
- out
- about
cloud
scout
found
proud
sprout
sound
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- loudest
- mountain
- pie
- lie
- tie
- die
cried

tried

spied

fried

replied

denied
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- Heap
- Least
- Steamy
- Repeat
- Boy
- Toy
Phase 5 decodable words on trucks for DfES Letters and Sounds Programme

- skirt
- skirt
- birth
- third
- first
- thirteen

Ref: p5twords
thirsty

clue

blue

glue

true

Sue
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Prue

rue

flue

issue

tissue

cue
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due

hue

venue

value

pursue

queue
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statue

rescue

argue

saw

paw

raw
claw

jaw

lawn

yawn

law

shawl
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drawer

when

what

which

where

why
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- whistle
- whenever
- wheel
- whisper
- white
- who
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whose
whole
whom
whoever
Philip
Philippa
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- phonics
- sphinx
- Christopher
- dolphin
- prophet
- phantom
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- elephant
- alphabet
- blew
- chew
- grew
- drew
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screw
crew
brew
few
threw
Andrew
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stew
few
new
dew
pew
knew
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- knew
- mildew
- nephew
- renew
- Matthew
- toe
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tomatoes

potatoes

heroes

Paul

haul

daub

Ref: p5twords

launch
haunted
Saul
August
jaunty
author
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- automatic
- money
- honey
- donkey
- donkey
- cockney
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cockney

jockey

jockey

turkey

turkey

chimney
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- make
- make
- take
- take
- game
- race
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- same
- snake
- snake
- amaze
- escape
- these
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- Pete
- Eve
- Steve
- even
- theme
- gene
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- scene
- complete
- extreme
- like
- like
- time
Phase 5 decodable words on trucks for DFES Letters and Sounds Programme

- those
- stone
- woke
- woke
- note
- explode
envelope
June
flute
prune
rude
rule
huge
cube
tube
use
computer
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